
The health crisis has struck the entire world, challenging leaders to take unprecedented measures in order to
control the spread of Covid-19. On 10 March 2020, Italy, in particular, was the rst European Country to implement
the strict lockdown, thereby leading the way for other countries.

The economic consequences of the virus have, by now, been enormous. The OECD Economic Outlook, in June
2020, estimated a change in the 2020 Italian GDP ranging from -11.3% to -14%, depending on whether a second
wave of infections, coupled with the related second lockdown period, will hit the country. Along with France, Spain
and the UK, which show similar numbers, Italy has been – from an economic point of view – one of the most
damaged countries in the OECD area. [11]

As has always happened in times of economic crisis - one only need recall the nancial crisis of 2008, which
originated in the US and subsequently spread to Europe - Competition Law policies and the role of Competition
Authorities have been deeply challenged. Furthermore, in this case, the economic crisis is rooted in an
unprecedented pandemic and health emergency, drawing attention not only to economic issues.

As for antitrust policies, the question of sustainability of competition in times of Covid is part of a debate that has
already developed in recent years on both sides of the Atlantic. The New Brandeisian Movement, [22] and Tim Wu in
the US, [33] have challenged the Chicagoan economic approach and the consumer welfare test, calling for a more
political deal and a competition protection test. [44]

As regards the role of antitrust authorities, since the start of the crisis antitrust authorities have been dealing with
the necessity to balance competition concerns with the supply of essential products. Indeed, as also underlined by
Frédéric Jenny, the expectation that market forces will meet the increased demand for essential goods such as
sanitizing products, could impose high costs on society in terms of supply shortages. [55]

This raises the two issues regarding, on the one hand, price gouging of scarce or basic products and, on the other,
the need for companies to collaborate in order to speed up the production of essential products. The crisis may
therefore impact competition analysis both as a reason for exemption (e.g. for certain types of cooperation
agreements) and as an aggravating factor (e.g. for excessive prices). [66]
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Commissioner Vestager’s statements well underline this need for a balance: indeed, she argues that competition
authorities should watch over virus-pro teering companies and that “a crisis is not a shield against competition
law enforcement”. [77]

In particular, the ICA has made an intense effort in the eld of consumer protection, an area which, especially in
the context of the crisis, has been closely linked to the control of excessive prices. Indeed, the ICA’s dual
competence – as antitrust supervisory body and as consumer protection watchdog – has proved, during the crisis
more than ever, to be an extremely useful tool.

In the antitrust realm, assuming that a second wave of infections will not strike the country, the Italian Competition
Authority will now have to concentrate its attention on the long-term impacts that the crisis, and its response by
governments, will have on competition.

In this complex landscape, competition policy should be seen as an instrument to reach e ciency and innovation,
rather than as an obstacle to the achievement of industrial policy goals.

As underlined by George Cary, Maurits Dolmans et al., European competition authorities may try to broaden the
concept of dominance in several ways, e.g. through the de nition of narrow markets or nding temporary
dominance as in the ABG Oil case; the implementation of the United Brands test does not appear to be a suitable
instrument for rapid interventions. [88]

The above-mentioned interventions are strictly aimed at mitigating the potential distortions on competition caused
by the lockdown and the peak of the health crisis in the short term.

In such a scenario, the analysis carried out by Frédéric Jenny is particularly helpful. Indeed, he foresees that
competition is likely to decrease in the long-term due to the concomitant impact of three factors: (i) the dynamic of
exits from the market and mergers that will follow the economic shock in several sectors, leading to increased
concentration; (ii) protectionist strategies that some countries may adopt in order to restore their domestic
production after the nancial aid phase; (iii) the increased public policy scrutiny over some industries aimed at
bringing back strategic value chains produced externally in order to avoid future shortages. [99]

Moreover, competition authorities “will have to take a longer and more dynamic view of the process of competition
than they have in the past and adapt their reasoning with respect to state aid, crisis cartels or mergers to
circumstances of disequilibrium caused by an exogenous shock to the economic system”. [1010]

There are three issues, in this regard, that appear to be at the crossroads between competition and industrial policy
in the aftermath of the health crisis, namely the review of mergers, state aid and control of foreign direct
investment.

The relationship between merger control and industrial policy is certainly not a new issue in the debate, being a hot
topic at least since the 2008 crisis, with very recent developments even before Covid-19. The health crisis has
sparked the discussion, also in light of the 2019 Alstom/Siemens case and the letter that the ministers of France,
Germany, Italy, and Poland issued to the Commissioner Vestager just before the lockdown period calling for a
review of competition law.

A strict interpretation of merger control may be accused of hampering the creation of European champions that
could challenge the power of foreign companies in many industries.
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In this regard, it seems important to recall, rst and foremost, that merger control also serves to prevent the
creation of a monopoly position, within the relevant national market, from distorting the incentives of national
champions to expand internationally towards easier collection of monopoly rents.

As explained by Damien Gerardin and Ianis Girgenson in the aftermath of the 2008 crisis, in this sense merger
control could actually enhance the efficiency of industrial policies. [1111]

More recently, Assimakis Komninos, Jan Jeram and Iakovos Sarmas pointed out that the health crisis could
reawaken the Failing Firm Defence (FFD). In this regard, they argued that the Commission should evaluate the
parties’ arguments with a long-term view: the time horizon of the analysis is indeed likely to change the evaluation.

The authors also highlighted the possible tension between merger control and State aid. Indeed, they underlined
that overly rigid interpretation of the FFD could end up shifting the efforts aimed at saving companies in nancial
distress away from the private users – i.e. possible acquirers and consumers – to the public and, therefore, at
taxpayers’ expense. [1212]

Another interesting argument that seems to call for more permissive merger control is advanced by Nicolas Petit
and Jorge Padilla. The authors indeed argued that the crisis represents the opportunity to drive ine cient rms out
of the market, thus cleansing the economy and enhancing its productivity via better resource-allocation.

On the one hand, therefore, horizontal state aid – i.e. not based on e ciency parameters – could keep ‘zombie’
rms alive and should be avoided; on the other hand, preventing e cient rms from acquiring ine cient ones may

not lead to optimal outcomes, either. [1313]

Political consequences aside, the contribution has the fundamental merit of putting the spotlight on productivity,
which in the long run is the real engine of growth, and on the role of competition law as a tool for lowering the
barriers to exit. Nonetheless, as pointed out by Pedro Caro de Sousa, it is not clear if the current crisis and the
possible recession that will follow it are going to remove only the most ine cient rms, nor how e ciency may be
factored into the mergers review. [1414]

Moreover, there is the concern that a state aid policy implemented at a national level – as provided by the
Temporary Framework issued by the European Commission [1515] – could end up distorting the level playing eld
across Europe, widening the gap between companies on the basis of the spending power of the State where they
are headquartered. [1616]

In particular, some have observed that there may be a risk of distortion of competition among rms belonging to EU
Member States that are more likely to grant state aid and other companies based in other EU Member States that
are less able to provide such aid. However, it is also true that EU nancial measures to help address the effects of
the COVID-19 pandemic may contribute to overcoming this alleged risk.

Finally, Mario Siragusa and Cesare Rizza also underlined how merger control – for the purposes of competition law
– may not be a suitable instrument for avoiding the risk of hostile takeovers by third country state-owned
companies, or tout court by foreign companies that are not subject to the same standard of competition rules as in
Europe. [1717] Yet here too, another tool could nonetheless mitigate the risk and allow for industrial policy
consideration, i.e. the foreign investment screening. On April 9, following the guidelines issued by the European
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Commission on the implementation of tools to protect the European companies from hostile foreign takeovers in
light of the crisis, [1818] Italy strengthened its FDI screening mechanism, extending its scope to other strategic
sectors. [1919]

In this respect, Michele Carpagnano has pointed out that, on the one hand, while broadening the scope of
screening, the government may risk hindering the ability of Italian companies to attract foreign capital; on the other
hand, the burden of proof on the Government remains high and, furthermore, an application of the new rules under
the principles of necessity and proportionality could avoid such risk. [2020]

Note from the Ed itors :  although the e-Competitions  ed itors  are doing their bes t to bu ild  aNote from the Ed itors :  although the e-Competitions  ed itors  are doing their bes t to bu ild  a
comprehens ive set of the lead ing EU and national antitrus t cases ,  the completeness  of the database cannotcomprehens ive set of the lead ing EU and national antitrus t cases ,  the completeness  of the database cannot
be guaranteed .  The present foreword  seeks  to provide readers  with  a view of the exis ting trends basedbe guaranteed .  The present foreword  seeks  to provide readers  with  a view of the exis ting trends based
primarily on cases  reported  in e-Competitions .  Readers  are welcome to bring any other relevant cases  toprimarily on cases  reported  in e-Competitions .  Readers  are welcome to bring any other relevant cases  to
the attention of the ed itors .the attention of the ed itors .

[11 ] See https://www.oecd.org/economic-outlook/
[22] As for a more detailed definition of ‘new Brandeisian’ see Herbert J. Hovenkamp, Is Antitrust’sConsumer welfare Principle Imperiled?, ILE, University of Pennsylvania Law School, Research paper
No. 18-15, 2019; Herbert Hovenkamp, Whatever did happen to the antitrust movement?, Notre
Dame Law Review, Vol. 94:2, 2018.
[33] Tim Wu, Be afraid of Economic «Bigness». Be very afraid, New York Times, 2018; Tim Wu,The Curse of Bigness: Antitrust in the New Gilded Age, Columbia Global Reports, 2018; Tim Wu,The case for breaking up Facebook and Instagram, The Washington Post, 2018.
[44] Among others, see Lina M. Khan, Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox, Yale Law Journal, Volume 126,
Issue 3, Article 3, 2016; Carl Shapiro, Antitrust in a time of populism, International Journal of
Industrial Organization, University of California, Berkeley, United States, 2018; Joseph Stiglitz, Aremarkets efficient, or do they tend towards monopoly? The verdict is in, World economic forum,
2016; Jonathan B. Baker, The Antitrust Paradigm, Harvard Univ Presse, 2019.
[55] See Frédéric JennyFrédéric Jenny , Introduction in Competition law and health crisis, May 2020,Concurrences N° 2-2020, Art. N° 94262, www.concurrences.com.
[66] See Aymeric de Moncu itAymeric de Moncu it , How might the Covid-19 crisis change the dynamics ofcompetition law? in Competition law and health crisis, May 2020, Concurrences N° 2-2020, Art.N° 94262, www.concurrences.com.
[77] In order to tackle these challenges, the ICA acted promptly by using its advocacy and issuing
guidance. Indeed, the Authority provided its view about competition issues to the Government and
Parliament charged to take actions in reaction to the crisis (see https://en.agcm.it/en/media/press-releases/2020/4/ICA-suggestions-from-the-Authority-about-some-proposed-amendments-to-the-Cura-Italia-Decree ) and issued guidance to businesses on how competition rules would be
applied in light of the exceptional circumstances.
Furthermore, the ICA also published a Communication on cooperation agreements and the Covid-
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Furthermore, the ICA also published a Communication on cooperation agreements and the Covid-
19 emergency that is operational from the day of its publication and will remain in force until
further notice (see Italian Competition AuthorityItalian Competition Authority , The Italian Competition Authority releasesnotice on cooperation agreements between businesses within the framework of the COVID-19emergency with special emphasis on the pharmaceutical, agri-food and health sector, 24 April 2020,e-Competitions April 2020, Art. N° 94717).
The Communication is in line with the one published by the European Commission on 8 April
2020, which establishes a temporary framework for assessing antitrust issues related to business
cooperation in response to situations of urgency stemming from the current Covid-19 outbreak
(see European Commiss ionEuropean Commiss ion , The EU Commission issues a Temporary FrameworkCommunication on allowing limited cooperation among businesses, and a "comfort letter" especiallyfor critical hospital medicines during the COVID-19 outbreak, 8 April 2020, e-Competitions April2020, Art. N° 94176; see analysis by Joanna Chris toforou ,  Frances  M.  Murphy,  Chris tinaJoanna Chris toforou ,  Frances  M.  Murphy,  Chris tinaRenner,  Izzet M .  SinanRenner,  Izzet M .  Sinan , The EU Commission provides antitrust guidance to companiescooperating in response to urgent COVID-19 related matters especially in the health sector forcritical hospital medicines and medical equipment, 8 April 2020, e-Competitions April 2020, Art. N°94219, Sabrina Borocci,  François  Brunet,  Salomé Cisnal De Ugarte,  May Lyn Yuen,Sabrina Borocci,  François  Brunet,  Salomé Cisnal De Ugarte,  May Lyn Yuen,Myrto TagaraMyrto Tagara, The EU Commission publishes a temporary framework to guide companies thatare cooperating to ensure the supply and distribution of essential products during the COVID-19outbreak, 8 April 2020, e-Competitions April 2020, Art. N° 94264, and Marc Martens ,Marc Martens ,Morten NissenMorten Nissen , The EU Commission increases leeway for cooperation between pharma andmedical equipment companies during the COVID-19 crisis, 8 April 2020, e-Competitions April2020, Art. N° 94266.). Furthermore, it implements the principles advanced in the Joint statement
by the European Competition Network (ECN) on application of competition law during the Corona
crisis (see statement here: European Competition Network BriefEuropean Competition Network Brief , The European CompetitionNetwork issues a joint statement on the application of competition law during the COVID-19 crisis,including allowing companies cooperation to meet demand, and reminding that excessive pricing willbe sanctioned, 23 March 2020, e-Competitions March 2020, Art. N° 93855; see analysis byLaurence Bary,  Alec J .  Burns ide,  Mélanie Th ill-Tayara,  C lemens York  vonLaurence Bary,  Alec J .  Burns ide,  Mélanie Th ill-Tayara,  C lemens York  vonWartenburgWartenburg , The European Competition Network issues a general joint statement on theapplication of competition rules during the COVID-19 outbreak, 23 March 2020, e-CompetitionsMarch 2020, Art. N° 93952, Max Küttner ,  Chris tian Krohs ,  Andrea L.  HamiltonMax Küttner ,  Chris tian Krohs ,  Andrea L.  Hamilton , TheEuropean Competition Network issues a joint statement announcing that its members will notactively intervene against ’necessary and temporary’ measures to avoid a shortage of supply duringthe COVID-19 outbreak, 23 March 2020, e-Competitions March 2020, Art. N° 93979, andBoris  Marschall,  Marie-Laure CombetBoris  Marschall,  Marie-Laure Combet , The European Competition Network publishes a briefjoint statement on the application of competition law during the COVID-19 crisis, 23 March 2020,e-Competitions June 2020, Art. N° 95165).
[88] See George S.  Cary,  Maurits  Dolmans ,  Bruce Hoffman,  Thomas Graf ,  LeahGeorge S.  Cary,  Maurits  Dolmans ,  Bruce Hoffman,  Thomas Graf ,  LeahBrannon,  Richard  Pepper,  Henry Mostyn ,  Alexis  R.  B .  Lazda,  Savannah  Haynes ,Brannon,  Richard  Pepper,  Henry Mostyn ,  Alexis  R.  B .  Lazda,  Savannah  Haynes ,Kris ti Georgieva,  Jan PrzerwaKris ti Georgieva,  Jan Przerwa, Exploitative abuses, price gouging & COVID-19: The casespursued by EU and national competition authorities, 30 April 2020, e-Competitions CompetitionLaw & Covid-19, Art. N° 94392.
As observed by several authors, the ICA’s interventions during the Covid-19 are mainly related to
alleged infringement of the Art. 20 of the Italian Consumer Code (See Cris tina Poncibò,Cris tina Poncibò,Francesca B ich iriFrancesca B ich iri , The Italian Competition Authority initiates a proceeding against the sale of ageneric drug for the treatment of HIV infections sold as a remedy to fight the COVID-19 virus(Kaletra), 17 March 2020, e-Competitions March 2020, Art. N° 94358. The article, in particular,
defines unfair the practices that are, cumulatively, contrary to trader diligence, and likely to distort
the economic behaviour of the average consumer.
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Indeed, the ICA acted in several cases adopting interim measures aimed at promptly repressing the
unfair conduct of companies commercializing products allegedly used for the pandemic (See Case
PS11723; Case PS11733; Case PS11735; Case PS11722; Case PS11727; Case PS11752; Case
PS11732; Case PS11726; Case PS11736).
Nonetheless, the Italian Authority is also monitoring price gouging in different sector both from a
competition and consumer law point of view. For instance, the Authority has recently (beginning of
May) launched a preliminary investigation by sending requests for information to numerous GDO’s
operators in order to acquire data on wholesale and retail prices of basic foodstuffs, cleansers,
disinfectants and gloves. This investigation aims at identifying whether operators are taking
advantage of the health emergency in order to increase their prices.
[99 ] See Frédéric Jenny, note 5 above.
[1010] See Frédéric Jenny, Economic Resilience, Globalisation and Market Governance: Facing theCovid-19 Test, OECD, 2020.
[1111] Damien Gerardin, Ianis Girgenson, Industrial Policy and European Merger Control - AReassessment, TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2011-053, 2011.
[1212] See Assimakis Komninos, Jan Jeram and Iakosov Sarmas, A Re-awakening of the Failing FirmDefence in the EU in the Aftermath of COVID-19?, athttps://www.whitecase.com/publications/alert/re-awakening-failing-firm-defence-eu-aftermath-covid-19
[1313] See Jorge Pad illa,  Nicolas  PetitJorge Pad illa,  Nicolas  Petit , Competition policy and the Covid-19 opportunity, May2020, Concurrences N° 2-2020, Art. N° 94317, pp. 2-6.
[1414] See Pedro Caro de Sousa, Antitrust Digest by Pedro Caro de Sousa: Jorge Padilla and NicolasPetit on ‘Competition policy and the Covid-19 opportunity’ (2020) Concurrences 2 1, athttps://antitrustdigest.net/jorge-padilla-and-nicolas-petit-on-competition-policy-and-the-covid-19-opportunity-2020-concurrences-2-1/
[1515] Communication from the Commission Temporary Framework for State aid measures to
support the economy in the current COVID-19 outbreak 2020/C 91 I/01, C/2020/1863. See
analysis by Hans-Georg Kamann,  Frédéric Lou is ,  Chris tian Duvernoy,  Anne Vallery,Hans-Georg Kamann,  Frédéric Lou is ,  Chris tian Duvernoy,  Anne Vallery,John RatliffJohn Ratliff , The EU Commission issues a communication recalling the various options forMember States that are within the rules and adopts a Temporary Framework for support measuresto help with the effects of COVID-19 in order to prevent unfair distortions of competition andtrade within the EU’s internal market, 13 March 2020, e-Competitions March 2020, Art. N°93861, Kate Kelliher ,  Kai Struckmann,  Genevra Forwood ,  Yann Utzschneider ,Kate Kelliher ,  Kai Struckmann,  Genevra Forwood ,  Yann Utzschneider ,Chris toph  Arhold ,  Orion Berg,  Ir ina Trichkovska,  Aqeel KadriChris toph  Arhold ,  Orion Berg,  Ir ina Trichkovska,  Aqeel Kadri , The EU Commissionadopts a new Temporary Framework for State aid in the COVID-19 context to support thebusiness suffering, 19 March 2020, e-Competitions March 2020, Art. N° 93924, and SabineSabineNaugès ,  Daniel von Brevern ,  Chris tian Krohs ,  Andrea L.  Hamilton ,  David  Henry,Naugès ,  Daniel von Brevern ,  Chris tian Krohs ,  Andrea L.  Hamilton ,  David  Henry,Wilko Van Weert ,  Laurent AyacheWilko Van Weert ,  Laurent Ayache, The EU Commission adopts a temporary frameworkallowing Member States to grant State aid to businesses to help them face the COVID-19 crisis, 19March 2020, e-Competitions March 2020, Art. N° 93907.
[1616] See Mario Siragusa,  Cesare RizzaMario Siragusa,  Cesare Rizza, Two challenges posed by the economic shock causedby covid-19 to the level playing field in the EU internal market: the current state aid race and the
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risk of hostile takeovers by state-owned companies from third countries in Competition law andhealth crisis, May 2020, Concurrences N° 2-2020, Art. N° 94262, www.concurrences.com.
[1717] In this regard, taking as example the recent decision taken by the Bundeskartellamt to clear
the acquisition of a German shunting locomotive manufacturer by a Chinese state-owned company
(Case B4-115/19) they point out that antitrust decisions are based on technical and legal grounds.
See German Competition AuthorityGerman Competition Authority , The German Competition Authority clears acquisition ofkey European shunter manufacturer by Chinese state-owned manufacturer of railway vehiclesbecause the target company’s competitiveness has been decreasing for years (Vossloh Locomotives /CRRC Zhuzhou Locomotives), 27 April 2020, e-Competitions April 2020, Art. N° 94675. See
analysis by Marcio da Silva Lima,  Jörg WittingMarcio da Silva Lima,  Jörg Witting , The German Competition Authority approvesan acquisition between two locomotives (Vossloh / Zhuzhou), 27 April 2020, e-Competitions April2020, Art. N° 94981 and Porter ElliottPorter Elliott , The German Competition Authority approves anacquisition between two locomotives on the basis that the company’s competitiveness decreased overthe years (Vossloh / Zhuzhou), 27 April 2020, e-Competitions June 2020, Art. N° 95162. Also
see Mario Siragusa, Cesare Rizza, note 16 above.
[1818] Communication from the Commission: Guidance to the Member States concerning foreign
direct investment and free movement of capital from third countries, and the protection of Europe’s
strategic assets, ahead of the application of Regulation (EU) 2019/452 (FDI Screening Regulation),
25 March 2020, C(2020) 1981 final. See analysis by Aline Douss in ,  Eleni Theodoropou lou ,Aline Douss in ,  Eleni Theodoropou lou ,Imogen Brooks ,  Lourdes  Catrain ,  Falk  SchöningImogen Brooks ,  Lourdes  Catrain ,  Falk  Schöning , The EU Commission issues guidance toEU Member states concerning foreign direct investment during the COVID-19 outbreak, 25March 2020, e-Competitions March 2020, Art. N° 94045 and Edward  Crane,  Aurèle Delors ,Edward  Crane,  Aurèle Delors ,John Messent,  Francesco Iod ice,  Mirko von B iebers tein ,  Michael J .  Ulmer,  GiuseppeJohn Messent,  Francesco Iod ice,  Mirko von B iebers tein ,  Michael J .  Ulmer,  GiuseppeScassellati-Sforzolini,  Nicholas  Levy,  François-Charles  Laprévote,  Richard  Pepper,Scassellati-Sforzolini,  Nicholas  Levy,  François-Charles  Laprévote,  Richard  Pepper,Konstantin BondarenkoKonstantin Bondarenko, The EU Commission issues guidance on the screening of foreigndirect investments in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, 25 March 2020, e-CompetitionsMarch 2020, Art. N° 94051.
[1919] Law Decree No. 23 dated 8th of March 2020. The Italian FDI screening was issued in 2012
with the Law Decree No. 21.; See also Chris tian Ah lborn ,  Chris toph  Barth  and  David  dosChris tian Ah lborn ,  Chris toph  Barth  and  David  dosSantos-GoncalvesSantos-Goncalves , Foreign Investment Lockdown, in Competition law and health crisis, May2020, Concurrences N° 2-2020, Art. N° 94262, www.concurrences.com:

[2020] See Michele CarpagnanoMichele Carpagnano, Foreign Investment Screening and Covid-19 in Italy: emergencyroom for new protectionism?, in Competition law and health crisis, May 2020, Concurrences N° 2-2020, Art. N° 94262, www.concurrences.com.

“Already prior to COVID-19, Italy had a comparably active foreign investment regime and
rules covered the review of investments in strategic activities (e.g., military, aerospace, radar
technologies, broadband communication and 5G technology) and/or strategic assets (e.g.,
energy, transport, communication). The new decree further extended the scope to the other
sensitive sectors outlined in the FDI Screening Regulation (i.e. critical infrastructures, critical
technologies and dual use products security of supply of critical inputs, access to sensitive
information and media freedom) as well as to the financial, credit and insurance sectors.”
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